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GOVERNMENT INSPECTION OF NAVAL

STORES

Editorial from Jacksonville TimesUnion
Feb G

The Pensacola Journal of January 20

contains an editorial in which the resolu

tions of the Wilmington N C Chamber

of Commerce are republished and indorsed

and other criticisms are offered against
the naval stores inspection bill

The Journal says We are particularly
struck with the force of the first resolu
tion of the Wilmington Chamber of Com
merce The law would unquestionably in
terfere with states rights It would annul
the state inspection laws If not there
would be a constant clash between federal
and state inspectors which would operate-
as a terrible disadvantage and cost the
producers and dealers a great deal of
money through delaying the movement of
the products to meet exigencies which
might arise

No law of the United States can annul
a state law where the state law is the
product of the constitutional right of the
state to pass such law If the naval stores
bill is passed it does not annul the right of
any state to enforce its laws for the in
spection of naval stores The right still
inheres and can never be taken away ex
cept through federal constitutional amend
ment by and with the constitutional con
sent of the states This bill does not seek
to interfere with the rights of a state or
to provide an inspection for the domestic
product of a state intended only for in
trastate consumption It seeks only to
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regulate the interstate commerce in naval
province over which no individ-

ual state has any right of control
That the inspection of naval stores is a

necessity is recognized in the fact that
Georgia and Florida estimated as produc
ing threefourths of the entire crop both
have inspection laws Those laws are im-

potent in the matter of interstate com
merce The laws of Florida have no

beyond the boundaries of Florida
and the laws of Georgia are powerless be-

yond her boundaries So that if the tur
pentine of the Florida producer is cheap
ened by adulterants beyond the borders of
Florida the adulterator may reap the
profits of his fraud in security from pun-
ishment If Florida rosin is horned out
side of Florida the Journal surely will not
contend that the perpetrator of this fraud
can be punished under the Florida laws

If the danger of fraud in the business-
is so imminent as to necessitate stringent
lawsin the two states producing the
bulk of the product what power shall be
invoked to prevent that more imminent
danger of fraud in the greater field of in
terstate commerce We must invoke the
only power that is potential that of the
general government which alone has the
right to regulate commerce between the
states and between the states and foreign
nations

One of the witnesses before the senate
committee on interstate commerce Mr J
H Wagener of New York dealer in and
receiver of naval stores told the commit
tee that the New York dealer did not sell
upon the strength of the southern inspec-
tion but wholly upon the guaranty of
the New York dealer He said that bar
rels of turpentine seldom contained the
quantity they purported to contain and
that rosin was found to be frequently
marked above the proper grade In other
words he showed that the Georgia and
Florida inspections were wholly disregard-
ed If the inspections of those two states
are expert and honest

is no reason why they should not be
why is it that the rosins arriving in

New York are marked above grade and
why do not the containers of turpentine
really have in contents what the purport-
to have

There can be no question that one of the
wisest laws ever passed by congress was
the pure food and drug act Prior to its
passage and despite the fact that several
of the states provided by statute for food
and drug inspection thousands of frauds
were annually perpetrated upon a credu
lous public that had no means of redress-
or selfprotection To reach the perpetra
tors of the fraud and prevent the malnu
trition and poisoning of the public it was
necessary to go beyond the jurisdiction of
the states and use the power which the
government had over interstate commerce
There is no conflict of jurisdiction contem
plated in the naval stores bill and there
is no surrender on the part of the state of
the right to police its own products when-
ever the necessity should demand it Be
sides the inspection of naval stores while
it may be a right of the state is also a
burden and we have not found the state
willingly bearing burdens and expense
when they coulrl be shifted upon stronger
shoulders and i i own purposes efficiently
accomplished

Take the case of maritime quarantine
There is nothing closer to the welfare of
a state than the health of its people For
a long time the states struggled with this
problem but after frequent demonstration
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through terribly disastrous epidemics that
the states were not strong enough to reg
ulate the matter they willingly and vol-

untarily surrendered control to the nation
al government They still have the right
to regulate intrastate quarantine and they
have boards of health sanitary and hy-

gienic laws and regulations and other ma
chinery for the protection of the people
within the state They gave up the mari
time quarantine feature of it because of its
association with interstate and foreign
commerce and because they were not
strong enough in money or machinery to
cope with the great dangers which from
time to time menaced the country Sub
sequent history has justified their judg-
ment and under existing conditions se
rious epidemics of imported diseases are
things of the

have always been a strong support-
er of the principle of states rights and
have never invoked federal power where
the power of the state was sufficient In
the matter of maritime quarantine how
ever the power of the states was insuffi
cient and in the matter of naval stores
inspection where a great industry is be
ing menaced by a monopoly it has been
demonstrated that the laws of the individ
ual states cannot correct the abuses that
are rampant in the business

The Pensacola Journal If
and rosin require kderal inspection

why not hides Why not vegetables
Why not fruits Why not the products-
of cotton mills Why not the output of
coal mines Why not all the thousands of
products and manufactures which are the
objects of interstate commerce

The Journal is to be reminded that fruits
and vegetables are already subject to in
spection under the pure food law They
are so subject because there is a reason foi
it as well as a demand It is a violation of
the pure food law to sell in New York or
any other state a Florida orange picked
green in October and yellowed by sulphur-
to make it resemble ripe fruit The seller
of that orange offers it in the masquerade-
of a superior article and the principle of
the pure food law is that an inferior
article offered as a superior one is a fraud
upon the public It is a violation of the
pure food law to sell Jamaica California-
or any other oranges as Florida oranges or
in boxes with the Florida mark The fruit
growers of Florida have made complaint of
the practices referred to above and are glad
to invoke a power that can put a stop to
frauds and misrepresentation which are
calculated to destroy the reputation of
the Florida product as the finestfruit in
the world The state might legislate on
this particular matter and yet as soon as
the orange passed from the borders of the
state the laws of Florida would be help-
less On the other hand the Florida or-

ange picked in October and yellowed
by sulphur may be offered for sale and
sold in Florida without violating any law
That is intrastate business upon which the
national government may not trespass

There is no inspection of hides because
hides may not be adulterated So with
the many thousands of products and man
ufactures entering into interstate com-

merce

If the laws of Florida provided against
the adulteration of hides or cotton or the
thousands of articles to which the Jour-
nal refers it would not be amiss for the
Florida members of congress to examine
into the necessity for an extension of the
principle laid down by the state into the
realm of interstate commerce and if a
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real necessity should be apparent as it
apparent in the case of naval stores it
would be their duty as well as the wish
of the state that they extend the law
from the point where the states jurisdic-
tion ended

The Journal says that the inspection-
law would work to the disadvantage of the
trade but it does not tell how Some in
Pensacola have said that federal inspection
would drive the Alabama product which
has heretofore found a natural outlet at
Pensacola to Mobile the confessedly un
natural outlet for whatever part of the
product that does not already seek that
port They say that the producer could
not ship to Pensacola without first a fed
eral inspection Suppose that is admitted-
is there any hardship in that He sim-

ply requests an inspection and the
must obey his demand appear at his

still promptly and inspect the product
there A producer would prefer inspection
where he could observe the process and
interpose objections should it appear that
the inspector was inclined to do him in
justice on nice points of grading rather
than send his product to an unnatural
outlet in his own state for the empty pur
pose of having the inspection made at
such port It seems that this would be
the wish of every producer and although
the bill provides that an inspection may
be made at the port of an intrastate ship
ment that he would prefer to have it at
his still where he can see it

Under any circumstances the producer
must pay as he now pays the cost of in
spection If under government inspection-
it should not be found necessary economi-
cal or expedient to continue state inspec
tion except for intrastate consumption he
will pay the same price per barrel that he
now pays The bill fixes the fee at no
more and no less

The Journal expresses the belief that an
army of inspectors will be necessary If
seventyfive men in Georgia and Florida
now inspect 75 per cent of the whole naval
stores product how many men under gov
ernment inspection will be necessary for
the same inspection It is a question in
such simple mathematics it answers
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